
Proposed Repairs, Renovations, and Improvements 

Funded by 2016 Capital Campaign 

 

1. Steeple repairs and painting ($35,000) 

 Last painted 10 years ago 

 Costs have greatly increased in that we believe OSHA now would require 

scaffolding which by itself will be $15,000 or more 

 

2. Heating and A/C replacements ($50,000) 

 Heating units are those in education building (1954), are original and use the 

boiler 

 The galvanized pipes are disintegrating and will exchange these units as they 

fail with an through the wall individual unit at $5,000 per unit 

 Replacement of 27 tons of roof top A/C all of which are currently 20-25 years 

old 

 Good estimate for A/C is $1,500/ton 

 

3. Roof repair, replacement and repair to front cornice of church ($37,000) 

 Replacement of asphalt roof which is currently original construction and 25 

years old ($16,000) 

 Repairs of slate roof ($10,000) 

 Repair of hole in cornice (upper left from front of church) 

 

4. Exterior door locks and hardware replacement ($25,000) 

 Current locking mechanisms are wearing out and replacement parts are not 

available 

 An example of costs is a bid we received for the main front doors of $5,928, 

even using existing closer devices 

 

5. Expansion of handicap parking ($55,000) 

 Costs will be dependent on which plan might be adopted 

 Some of the costs might be borne with previous gift  

 



 

 

6. Major renovations of bathrooms off Friendship Hall ($80,000) 

 Current bathrooms are about 35 years old 

 Proposed changes would incorporate additional space in both men’s and 

women’s 

 Women’s would have 5 stalls and 3 sinks 

 Men’s would have 2 stalls, 2 urinals, and 2 sinks 

 

7. Breezeway and courtyard repairs ($25,000) 

 Fix leaks and damage from leaks 

 A number of windows need replacement 

 

8. Beautification of walking track ($10,000) 

 Cost of a walking track has been donated to the church 

 This would include a couple of benches and some landscaping 

 

9. New carpet for Family Life Center ($16,000) 

 

Notes: 

 The above list is NOT enumerated by priority 

 Needed repairs would take priority over desired changes 

 Desired renovations would begin only after certainty of receiving funds 

 The above list encompasses repairs we feel we know about. Since we hope this 

campaign will carry us through the upcoming decade we know there will be 

additional needs involving HVAC, kitchen updates, and communication upgrades. 

It is for these reasons and unforeseen problems that we hope to have a reserve 

fund to cushion these expenses. 
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